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ABSTRACT

The stressed heterojunctions with antiferromagnetie ordering in which the constituents

have opposite hand edge symmetry and their gaps have opposite signs have been investi-

gated. The interface states have been shown to appear in the.se heterojunctions and they

are spin-split. As a result if the Fermi level gets into one of the interface bands then

it leads to magnetic ordering in the interface plane. That is the interface magnetization

effect can be observed.
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1 Introduction

The majority of semiconductor structures are known to be stressed as far as there is

a hit tice mismatch of their constituents. The electron energy spectrum of the stressed

semiconductor structures is determined by the strains besides the widths of their layers

and physical parameters of the constituents. More direct strain ell'ecl. is a change of the

energy spectrum which is different in each constituent, and depends upon the acoustic

deformation potentials of hot h conduction ami valence bands. Last 1 ime this problem has

been hard investigated ill different semiconductor structures | l | . On the other hand in

stressed semiconductor structures I lie elast ic strains or 1 heir gradients due to piezoelectric

or llexometric effects can lead to static polarization fields [l\. lhese lields are determined

by the strain values, elastic constants, piezoelectric coefficients and other material param-

eters which apparently are different in each of the alternating layers. The polarization is

known to be conditioned by the shift, of the cation and an ion sublatlices of the binary (or

inultiiiarv) semiconductors. So it. is obvious that, for different crystal growth directions of

the epitaxial layer structures the polarization vector is differently directed depending on

the crystal lattice type. For example, for the structures based on IV-VI or tl-VI semicon-

ductors the polarization is maximum for the trigonal orientation along [111] axis and it

is directed along the same axis.

In our earlier work [ii] we have investigated the polarization effect on the boundary

interface states of tlie seniicoiiductor hoterojuiKl.Jon. taking into account a specific char-

acter of til is polarization influence on the semiconductor energy spectrum (looking like

the spectrum of" the semiconductor undergoing the structural phase transition with ap-

pearance of the ferroelectricity ordering). The direct genesis of such interface states by

means of the inhomogerieous polarization field induced by the semiconductor layer strains

has been studied in heterojunctions with both the normal bands arrangment and the in-

verse one [•]]. In the latter structures tlie universal electronic interface states bave been

predicted to appear. These semiconductor heterojunctions have been called the inverted

band contacts (or simpler inverted contacts) [1], [!)]. They are characterized by the oppo-
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site band edge symmetry of their constituents and so their gaps have opposite signs. As

an example of the inverted contacts the heterojuuctions based on some narrow-gap IV-VI

or II-VI semiconductors are usually considered. It is worth noting that quite recently in

the work [6] the magnetic-field dependences of the Hall coefficient in PbTe/SnTe super-

lattices have been interpreted assuming that in addition to the electrons in PbTe and

holes in SnTe a third kind of charge carries appears, which have been connected with the

above-mentioned interface stales.

At doping with transition or rare-earth elements I he above-mentioned semiconduc-

tors turn into dilute magnetn ones and at low temperature they might transit to the

ferromagnetic or ant [ferromagnetic states. Last time the quantum structures based on

such senlimagnetic semiconductors have been intensively investigated ["],[^]4^1 because of

the opportunity their practical applications. As for the interface states in these quantum

structures the ant "[ferromagnetic ordering with the different signs in the initial components

has been shown [10] to lead to the boundary states localized near the interface plane.

Thus the aim ol this work is to study the interface states in stressed inverted contacts

based on the semiinaguetic narrow-gap semiconductors with antiferromagnetir ordering.

It is worth noting that this situation might, he realized by the static spill density wave.

Us co-existence with the commensurate charge density wave in the so-called systems

with elect ion-hole pairing re-nulls ill the spin-split ami under limit doping leads to the

electronic spin ordering [) 1]. Now taking into account that the charge density wave might

be induced by the structural lattices distortions which accompany the polarization one can

affirm that the situation with antiferrornagnetic ordering will be like the one in systems

with the exciton ferromagnetism but. with its specific characteristics. Firstly, the fields

of the polarization and ferromagnetic ordering are considered to be settled. Secondly,

the main attention in the evolution of the electron spectrum will be paid to the interface

states resulting in the interface magnetic ordering.

For a concrete definition of our calculations the heteiojiiTictions based on the semi-

magnetic narrow-gap IV-VI semiconductors will be studied.

2 Model and spectrum of the bulk semiconductors

Both materials of the studied heterojunctions of narrow-gap IV-VI semiconductors are

known to have a direct gap at L-points of the Brillouin zone. So that near the gap

middle there are two double degenerated bands L+ and lr with opposite coordinate

symmetry. Thus the simplest model describing the spectrum of the narrow-gap IV-VI

semiconductors is the two-band one [12],[13]. In the paper [10] it. has been shown that in

the case of the mirror symmetry bands the energy spectrum of the stressed semiconductor

hctcrojunction with polarization and autilenomagTirtic ordering along the trigonal [HI]

crystal axis picked out as /-axis might be described by (he effective Dirac llarnillonian

' • )

-A
(1)

where (f — (fTj.,<Tv,fT.) is the vector with the components ol the 1'auN matrices, p =

— i/i([>iVj.. 1'J.VJ,, C||V;), jiĵ n being the electron I'Vrmi velocities, A = I'Jj/'i-, Eg is the

energy gap, the vector /•„' describes the polarization. Following the results of the work [10]

we introduced the scalar L to describe the antifcrromagnctic ordering with the antiferro-

magnetic vector along /.-axis. The form of this term can be obtained using the Heisenberg

like exchange I lamiltouian in 1 he frames of t he molecular field approximations and assum-

ing that autifonomagiietic order I-A\\ he described as a particular spin density wave [14].

Note thai the llaniiltonian //» looks like the one which describes the energy spectrum

of the exciton ferromagnetic within the framework of the mean field approximation [11].

It is quite in order taking into account the above mentioned analogy between these two

tasks. In the Hamiltonian (i) the upper and lower blocks are connected with the double

degenerated stales \p and \ of the conduction and valence bands, respectively, In this

work the situation with the polarization lield E directed along the triagonal axis [ i l l ] is

consutcred.

After the transformation

' , 0 \
V =

0 1
{2}



t h e H a m i l t o n i a n (1) has the form

A !?ir + H; + K

-ipz + W + E - A
(3)

where the operator 11' = S[pE\ + a.L.

First of all let us consider the energy spectrum of the homogeneous semiconductor

with polarization and antiferromagnetic ordering. After simple calculations we obtain

that the energy spectrum consists of the four spin-split energy blanches:

(4)

+ p\ arc the eigenvalues of the operator \l±, winch correspond to theHere W± =

eigenvectors

where î o 's a normalized factor. The branches <^ and {, a describe two spin-split conduc-

tion and valence bands, respectively. Taking into account the form of the wave functions

for the average value of the spin one gets

n ±
(6)

So one can see that polarization and antifferromagnetic ordering split the Kramer's spin

degeneracy. Each of the branches of the conduction f|2 or the valence f j " 2 bands are

characterized by the opposite directions of the average spin value S. As it follows from

(fi) $ is directed along the vector

/ = Lii + [npl],

where n is an unit vector along z-axis, ;7X = (pr,Py, 0),
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3 Interface states of the stressed inverted contact

Now let us consider as inhomogeneous semiconductor structure the non-symmetry in-

verted contact with the axis along z-axis when besides the coordinate dependence of the

band gap there is a coordinate dependence of the polarization field, the parameter of the

antifferomagnetic ordering being constant in both semiconductors. The positions of gap

centres of the constituents are different in non-symnietry inverted contact, so the Hamii-

t.onian must include a coordinate depending work-function l"'(c). To simplify analytical

calculation we put that the gap-function A ( . ) , the polarization fund inn /.'(-) and the

work-function \'(:) all are determined by a single (unction of; so that

A( ; ) = A 0 / ( c ) . E(:) = / •„ / ( : U ' U ) = W,/(--), (8)

where apparently iti the inverted contact the signs of the asymptotics ,/(:—» ±00) are

opposite. An. f'*n,Vn are constants. Two dilferciit cast's may be considered: I. / ( + 00) >

0 , / ( - o o ) < 0; and 2. / ( + 00) < ( ) , / ( -00) > 0.

So the llamiltonian of the svslem is

II =
A - V ip: + W + K

\ -xp: + W + li - A + V

By. Jiieans of the unitary transformation

' \
cost) — suit) I

I • =

s in {-) c o s (-)

where the angle B satisfies the condition

Ao cos'2© - E<> sin 2G + Vo = 0,

the llamiltonian // is transformed to

k= V-lHV =

(9)

(10)

(11)

- W * sin 20 -s/E2 + A^ - V2 + W± cos 20 + ip,

_ ^ £ 2 + A2 - V* + Hr± cos 20 - ip. iV + U7± ain 20
(12)
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From (12) we immediately obtain that the Schrodinger equation

(13)

where

has a solut ion wilh v* = 0. This is a zero-mode . [I. is worlli no t ing that I he same s ta tes

for diferenl par t icu lar eases have been ob ta ined in the papers [:i]. [-1]. [f>j by means of a

s u p e r s y m m e t r v <|iiantnm nieehanics and they iti its l e n n have been called Wry I s l a tes .

In t h e case when / ( + oo) > 0 and / ( - c o ) < (S there is the following solut ion or the

equa t ion (1'2)

The function ^ satisfies the equation

where

^ * = 0 ,

(1-1)

(15)

\

'['his function plays the same role as the Miperpotenlial in I he supersymmetry quantum

mechanics method |:i],[.",]. From (15) one can see that the states <* are of the in tehee type

because the function ^ * is localized at the interface boundary. At the given asymptotics

of the / ( ; ) function thf wave functions ip* are normalized under the conditions

(16)

So the interface states (II) are restricted both in the energy space and in the momentum

space.

In the case of the opposite asymptotic* the interface solutions are described by the

same expressions (14)-(16) by replacing AQ -+ - A o , p, -> - ; J T .

i s s * - .,

4 Conclusions

(.'oinparing these interface states wilh those of the stressed semiconductor heterojunction

without the antiferromagnelic ordering [3] one can see that in this situation the spec-

trum of the interface states is not linear in p±. Moreover in contrast to the interface

states arising in the simple inverted contact [4] or in the homogeneous semiconductor

with ant.iferromagnetic domain wall [5] in the case of the stressed inverted contact with

antiferroinagnetic ordering there is a gap between the electron-lilie atid tin- hole like states,

which is determined by the parameter of the antiferroinagnetic ordering I,.

Kach interface state

\ ° /
is nondegenei ated and the average spin value. For example lor the first typo of the asymp-

loticH, is

/ •> {

=CV.r,> \ - ~ \ \\±{z

V tn\\J
(17)

where V is a constant which is determined by a uormoli/e condition. Alter averaging over

the electron momentum/ij. for the taken symmetrical sped rum model one gets

+ p{,,t,1J. - L ) ( 0 . 0 , I . ) . (18)

where jij.,,,,,^ is defined by the condition (Hi). That is the average spins of the 4 I + and

ty ' states are opposite directed along z-axis.

As it follows from (14) when / ( + oo) > (),/(— oo) < 0 under the condition A£ > V0
2

the energy level if is situated higher than <~ while under the condition V^ > AQ they

switch their positions. So the state with the average spin down is higher than the state

with the spin up. For another asymptotics: / ( + o o ) < 0,/(—oc) > 0, the state t~ with

the spin down is higher than the state if with the spin up.

('omparing the expression (4) for t he energy levels of the homogeneous semiconductors

and (14) for interface he.terojunction states one gets that the interface slates are situated

nearer to the middle of the gap of the constituents. Thus if in the studied semiconductor



heterojunctiotis the Fermi level, for example by means of doping, gets into one of the

two-dimensional interface hands, then it leads to the magnetic ordering into the interface

plane. The magnetic moment as it follows from (l.r>) is exponential attenuated moving

away from the interface plane

Figures 1 mid 2 show the rough sketch of the interface energy spectrum arising in

the stressed inverted contact with antiferroiiiagnetic ordering for bolh types of the func-

tions / ( ; ) asymptotic*. Solid lines correspond to the hulk semiconductor hands while

dashed lines to the interface states. Arrows show the average spin direction- Note that in

accordance with the taken geometry of the studied lieterojunctions the energy branches

of the consti tuent are the same hut their spin directions are opposite in the initials

semiconductors.

The interface magnetization effect investigated in this wink CHII be observed also in the

normal semiconductor heterojunctioti when the gaps of the initial semiconductors have

the same signs. Bui in this situation as it have been shown [:{] for stressed semiconductor

hetei'ostructure the interface states appear inside either Hie hulk valence or conduction

bands of the original seniiionduclos, and they are restricted in the momentum space. So

in this case the elfecl of the interface magnetization might take place under more rigorous

conditions.
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. 1. The interface energy spectrum for the first type asymptotics,
Solid lines show the energy branches of the constituents and
dashed lines show the interface states. The arrows show the
average spin direction.
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Fig.2. The same as in Fig.l but for the second type asymptotics.


